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Learning from the top of the venture capital pyramid, working with space
engineering design patterns, WEB3, NFT, ETF, technical vocabulary, high tech
workers, providing correct grammar for software engineering, focused on social
aspects of technology, as well as psychological - Adding to the bitcoin, which
many spirituals consider, the extra celestial came looking for. The advantages
of digital currency and the energy. The social implications, all across the world,
with 100% adoption, still at a minimum rate of population. Adding byte dog boat
pattern, collection of cryptocurrency, for example bitcoin, dogecoin, and start
moving them - Power aggregation of currency vs cash.

Chapter: ITAR Soldier

And non-soldier weapon, phone.



Chapter: PAKISTAN COIN - NOTICE TO INVESTORS
- $5 MILLION SHARES SOLD - $5 BILLION
EVALUATION - #STARTUPS #WEB3 #NFT
#DEALFLOW - #PAYPALMAFIA - 2 #TECHNICAL
#MANAGERS & 2 #BRAND #DEPARTMENTS

With the number of investors, looking to buy some shares of our CORPORATION. With many
partners and adversaries, across all continents. We are paying a little dividend, return on
investment TODAY, with mRNA DNA enhancements, monkey experiments. Pocket change,
compared to most other investments. Stay hungry, stay poor, in body, mind and spirit.

Chapter: Evaluation of a #SocialMedia #Brand - How
many followers? Engagement? Investors? Television
Appearance? Any Awards? Owning servers? How many
employees? Burn & Earn Rate? Competitive Investment
Pattern? Human Level? Any Kung Fu?

As we evaluate various social media brands and their prices. With the market, what it is. Good
employees are hard to find. We have created a list of items to discuss. How to price your brand?
What is your pay rate? How much per hour you spend on it? How much you would sell it for?



Chapter: Thank you, Sri ram you are a fucking asshole.
Say thank you one more time. Silence.

India as #1 economy based on recruiting for consulting.

Chapter: Benchmark Timestamp Venture Capital
Performance Review 2022 / Strategies 2023 - #NASA
#ITAR #NASAWEBB #WEB3 #Startups
#BlackLivesMatter #socialmedia #technology #business
#sxsw #sfnt #revoltsummit #leanstartup (Competition
includes Domestic Violence, #Lean & #Agile vs Water
Fall Models) vs #Space #photos #videos #analytics

As we count down to 2022, we have to look back at accomplishments made this year. Especially,
NASA & NASAWEBB, with WEB3. Compared to other venture capital, startup schools, with
water fall models, takes too long to build a startup, something to show on social media, with
proper technology & business. An exit happens, but the market too short, for a company. Bigger
companies, like Facebook, ended up, getting Twitter in law suits with Elon Musk, Tesla &
SpaceX. However, with our latest pitch to $200 billion lean canvas startup fund, our valuation is
higher than their imagination. Now we can compete with half a trillion dollar fund, and laugh. So
when you pick winners for 2023, make sure to look at Domestic Violence History, of some of the
venture capital, startup schools, founders & presidents. Stuck in their own group of dead fish,
that most of the time spent is on social media, trying to harass the entrepreneurs, building better
value properties, vs them, these venture capital, entrepreneurs, leaving their software, dead in the
water. Please look at AOL life cycle, before determining valuations.

Chapter: History: Stolen Vans / Computer - Militia,



Migrants, Hacking Bank Accounts - Pregnancy & Murder
- Zero Point Energy - 16 years of President Hood - Las
Vegas, Nevada, Montana, Texas in California, fake
Drivers License, Passports & Bank Account meanwhile
#NASA employees with #ITAR & #DoD with #resume,
meaningless.

If everyone's experience, resume doesn't matter, good luck, living your life, "I will be back", he
says.

Chapter: ITAR Files - Microcosm Meat vs Macrocosm
Vegan Digestive - Fragmented Medicine vs Synergetic
Plants

Looking to implant a dietGPT module, from chatGPT, instructGPT, AI bot, machinesGPT.

Chapter: ITAR Files - China leadership Medicine
Spyware Satellite Biometrics Currency

The new dawn of software development.



Chapter: Social Polyvagal Switch

With the polyvagal switch, we can fix them.

Chapter: Venture Capital / Startup Schools - Valuation vs
Private Investors - Competing Advantages #NASA
#NASAWEBB #NFT #WEB3 #startups #socialmedia
#blacklivesmatter #rainbowfamily

Startup school valuations and WEB3 acceleration, shown in 2022, shows trends for venture
capital in 2023, now that Thanksgiving Holiday is around the corner. Family must want vacation
and then comes Christmas.

Chapter: NOTICE TO INVESTORS: $1 BILLION OUT
OF $5 BILLION OUTSTANDING SHARES 20%:
EMPLOYEE POOL - SHARES FOR WORKERS, FOR
MANY YEARS, GRINDING AWAY ON NEWS /
SOCIAL MEDIA #ELECTIONS2016
#ELECTIONS2020 #ELECTIONS2024 #ELECTIONS
#FUNDS

We have also been requested by EMPLOYEES to grant them their shares NOW, with the DNA
mRNA monkey enhancements, extra abilities today, as dividend, for their hard work, along the
years, especially around the elections, 2016, 2020 and now 2024. We are offering $1 BILLION,



out of $5 billions shares, i.e. 20% of THE CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL.

Chapter: Itar Budget Human Spy Minimum Wage
Workers & Blonde Girls / State Law vs International
Nuclear War California & China

We are seeing great deal of pain in San Francisco, military aircraft in the air, tracking humans
that haven't slept all night with Chinese. Gay types walking around black neighborhood
meanwhile the homeless going to eat them for breakfast, loosing all China family money, after
Xi on whores.

Chapter: Bait the Short - Growth Pattern, Company A, B,
C, D - How to Broadcast, Podcast - Where are their
armies? Entrepreneurs invested in, accept a few...
However, energy too bright, attracts Crime, Venture
Capital #Money

Bait the Short - Identifying deal flows and venture capital patterns. Hotels, gyms, looking for
suits. Million dollar deals, however with latest changes in socio-economics, and customer
development, everyone is a customer. So in closing out deals, what is the right way to attract
investors, that could write you a check on the spot? Especially in California, Texas & Florida,
with new immigration. How to crack into the venture capital money?



Chapter: Birds are Singing, You are not Here. Design
pattern, slave & master, where the masters passed away,
with various matrix, still connected to earth, in a
meaningful way, seems to not let go of it. #mRNA #DNA
#Nuclear #Brain #Spirit

We have identified an event, where the scientist passed away, however the systems are still up
and running, connecting with users, including Chinese, fully remote control with a master robot,
all the way to the feet, walking really slowly, with instructions, with phones and keyboards also
tracked, however they to purchase ITAR medicine, fully funded by WHO, World Health
Organization.

Chapter: Twitter Deal - Venture Capital Competition -
Beyond #metaverse #meta #quest2 #nasa #nasawebb
#web3 #web4 #VR #SoftwareDevelopment #agile #lean

"One man's hedge is another man's scrub" - Elon Musk. With so many venture capital living on
Twitter, at 2am every morning, working England time, creates an influx of energy, which affects
everyone. We all work on our own, however have to constantly manage these venture capital on
social media. With their necks NOT in the game, however faking, scouting, every day, on social
media. They give you lots of attention, but no deals. Actually, in the past 13 years, they stay
furthest away from any real action, agile development and lean startup.

Chapter: ITAR Sosa Mexico Capital Return Pyramids
Cartel 2 Links Bi-Directional



With the new ITAR Sosa, the agents energy gets updated, providing the dispatch service, the data
trackers misaligned, getting wrong notifications off the switch board, directed to harmful
locations, we have energetic centers in the pyramid, running in loops, the connector tied to
machu pichu, the face to Moro, Pakistan, next to Jatoi family, Agha farms, 1800 acres, 2 houses
and Hyderabad, 2 more houses to Karachi, 20 horses for Sosa Itar security agents, worldwide,
however location and time matters.

Chapter: Assuming Leadership Position - American
Technology - Brain Interface - mRNA DNA NASA
WEB3 Cryptocurrency - 100 years of US Bonds & Stocks
- Building vs Buying, i.e. China India England e.g.
Writing Software vs Using Phone, Computer, Social
Media

At Shop Ventures NFT, working with leech venture capital for over a decade from India &
England, so pathetic, that nobody with a sane mind, would ever want to work with them. Not to
mention, meet them, who knows where they are at. They are up at English time every morning,
disrupting own family and children for their psychosis, because living in the inferiority complex -
Never build anything, although pretending to be learning & teaching startups & social media.
However, if you look at their background, burnt out depression. When the whole world is
screaming for them to stop. They claim, "you don't know what emotional triggers are", in a way
to disrupt entrepreneur & startups from things that matter, both technically and socially.
However, by communicating with their national news, it's a way for their own country to fix
them. Because everything in America is transient, for them. However, for others, they are
permanent, legally. So they see us working with American politicians, having no respect. "Hey
man", in a poor English, one Hindu says, pathetic, AICD, American Indian Confused Desi.

Chapter: American Leadership: Turmoil in the Venture
Capital Industry - Electric Cars, Space, NASA, ITAR,



DoD, WEB3, Government: Troubles Ahead for Investors,
ETF, Crypto Currency - Money Models / Business /
Culture G20 - International Revenue & Resources

We are seeing the greatest innovation of all times - Many venture capital can't sleep, fighting
over returns and ownership. However, with government technology, ITAR and DoD
engagements, their investors are risking prison & jail time. Now, with elections 2024, we have to
consider, local vs international play. With the casino money at hand, destiny for crypto machines
in Nevada and all other gambling states, it's just a matter of time, when the power players come
back to their natural sport. Giving away opportunity for future presidents and their children.

Chapter: Mainframe #dollar - #java micro services
architecture #web3 vs 50 years old technology hacking
#IBM

Looking at 50 years old IBM tech stack that controls the mainframe dollar and politics vs #web3.

Chapter: Commercial Investors - Hide & Seek - Cookie
Jar - 63 Stuck in the same Field / English

We are working on advanced techniques to hide the cookies. Then when the cookie gets found -
Everybody feels happier. Millions of people, driving and migrating, for a little cookie and heart
attack, not suggested, if from older box, 1960, however, it's 2023, today, 63 years later, the mark
of the beast. ICE BOX plantation, CIA just opened, for blowing Americans, Hillary Clinton
Benghazi, US Consulates wrong INTEL, own team DIED, people dropped from military aircrafts
25 years, Bill Clinton, her emails with tracks of US military targeted by Terrorists, and taking
them out + Uranium Deals with Iran & Saudi Arabia, money still being from federal government,
hard cash stolen, put in trucks, and hide away in Nevada, not in banks. Kansas Vaults, hire



security boxes, to store cash, in Texas, storage unit, rather bank, so federal government can't
track it, although there is a serial number on the bill, tracked by WIFI users, for counterfeit cash,
experience, with low FICO score, background check and employment history + security
clearance violations.

Chapter: Meta-Critic - Math + English = Social Media /
Selfie / Age Groups / Energetic

2023-2024 @_bilal_shop Dollar Bill project $1 per human. Words & Conversion are the same,
Math & Meaning different. Metacritic: Meta is Math, critic is English equals social score.

Chapter: YouTube open source AI funding chatGPT

The instructGPT and chatGPT brings us closer to conversionGPT with YouTube. Being able to
instruct artificial intelligence with videos. We are looking for funding to build open source tools
to achieve this, make it user friendly.

Chapter: Kitchen Pattern - Deal Flow - Executives
Texting / Venture Capital Not Sleeping #WEB3 #NFT
#NASA #startups #entrepreneurs #customerDevelopment
#lean & #agile



With the advancement in DNA and mRNA, the venture capital comes first. It's a long list of
items, including social behaviors that need to be fixed. However, CEOs of companies are texting
to each other, however, limited by a set of boundaries, whether political or power, that is the
realm. Now, it's the Time to really show your skills. They are looking, and hoping to find their
net in the game. Your personality aggregated score, is based on that. The way to come out, is
taking proper actions. Then get the right reaction. If your behavior is not getting you the desired
outcome, you must play the field. We have very high tier of business, watching your moves and
evaluating performance. It's like a Shark Tank.

Chapter: HISTORY: #horsegate - Zero Point Energy -
Bank Broken - Nuclei Healing - 16 years of President of
United States - Two Years Experimentation - Monkey
Brain Interface Technology - International #dna #mrna
#venturecapital #web3 #VR #militants #militia
#bankhacking #stealing - #NASA #NASAWEBB

As with the recent event - Working out of turn, i.e. already having your turn as President,
employee, etc. however jumping tiers, expertise, finally stealing hundreds of dollars, from
people's account, and sending intelligence after the sufferers. Meanwhile, World Bank getting
ALL reports of transactions, which initially thought, was a consumer and local, American Bank
problem. Aggregating hundreds to billions of Americans, with money stolen, recently.

Chapter: The Matrix - HISTORY: Zero Point Energy -
#DNA #mRNA 16 years of United States President -
Access to Computer Systems - Oldest Architecture on
PowerBuilder Applications & Stored Procedures -
Customer Service #Nevada - Hostage Situation -



#Americans / #Militia #Militants #Hacking #Bank
#Accounts - Fake #DriversLicense #Passport #Money

We are trying to determine, the line, where is the LAW? G20, UN, World Bank, etc. Given, no
one is fighting. How many employees, to manage how much population? What is the education
level required, to engage with other human beings? Every morning, same problem, for the
people, fully woke and hacked. Living in a nightmare, "totally", says one Hotel employee.
Selling 7 years old white daughter, to 70 years old black man, from Nevada, also on the call
center, for stolen money, Customer Service, also the contractor, fixing your road, from Nevada,
however the 7 years old white girl, from Redding, California.

Chapter: Sugar Wrapper Intellectual Property Inflation -
Top Secret Clearance / Sharing / 1000x for Sugar -
America vs Pakistan, Sugar Cane, Farmers, Agriculture,
Food Prices / Inflation vs $5 / box, vs 5 rupees.

Millions of people, in public places, start making VERY loud sound with sugar wrappers, made
in Australia, for branding, clean, vs raw, open, prices change, through China and Mexico, $5 /
sugar box, vs 5 rupees in Pakistan, agriculture country, fires burned America, importing food
from Mexico, trucks stuck on the border, inflation continue, prices go up, food stamps taken
away March, 2023, cocaine networks hacked, money disappeared from bank account, fake
employment history, background check information, planting false evidence, with correct
witnesses, thousands of them in Mount Shasta, watching the dark army. Concentration camps
required, next, history, repeats, patterns.

Chapter: Owning your own Server - Rather using
third-party software for your Brand awareness - #NFT
#blacklivesmatter #rainbowfamily #web3 #crypto #hodl



#sexy #palmtrees

Owning your own server. With the NFT and black lives matter investments, richer than average
white collar worker, where the brand values are changing. If you own your own server, there is a
feeling. You wouldn't understand bands like Jane's Addiction. To get into the media, have your
own server and steal, their brand value, by making your brand better.

Chapter: Crypto Psychosis - Anxiety & Depression -
Venture Capital Trading Cryptocurrency - Expectations
on Opponents, Competition in Human Capitalism - 24/7
Slavery by Energy Projection - Old Fashioned
Management - Pre Technology, Business & Social Media
- Fight by Power, Thoughts on Social Platforms, however
home is Domestic Violence - #startups #socialmedia #nft
#web3 #blacklivesmatter #whitelivesmatter #sxsw
#revoltsummit #sfnt

At Shop Ventures, as we continue to dissect, the current venture capital models, it turns out
CRYPTO PSYCHOSIS, has taken over. This happened by trading crypto currencies earlier, and
remove the hockey stick, in order to control money, keeping poor people poorer, however with
Black Lives Matter, in the metaverse, NFT & WEB3, the game changing is human capitalism,
24/7 energy projection, old fashioned way, no technology, business or social media, just
competition.

Chapter: Bet on Opposite Team (opponents)



For example you like Golden State Warriors to win, bet on Sacramento Kings.

Chapter: The Byte Dog Boat Pattern of Growth Hacking -
#BDBP #IPLP Version 2 of "I want what's yours vs take
some, give some back of my byte, then the dog turns it
into a boat" #ETF #NFT #WEB3 #bit vs #byte - #bitcoin
vs #byteCoin (Large Bit according to the gentleman at the
Cafe)

In Computer Science, a bit is either 0-1. A byte stores 256. It's an address, similar to the boat
pattern of bitcoin, where big players put in lots of money, currently large sum of money from
cash, utilizing all the digital assets, by passing lots of fees, paid in cash business. However, the
dog in the pattern, is the action trigger, a moving formula, with intellectual property laws, and
LP, limited partner, so the IPLP, is the acronym for byte dog boat pattern, BDBP.

Chapter: Human Capitalism: Venture Capital Divisions
Methodology - Questions Answers NEW Business
Partners - Agenda & Motivation #startups #socialmedia
#nft #web3 #psychology #tone #language #pitch
#reversePitch #NASA #ITAR 1 Minute Pitch - Startup
Schools #leanstartup #agiledevelopment

At Shop Ventures NFT, given that most venture capital can't sleep because of crypto, pressure
build up for success, however, used to failures, not knowing how to capitalize the market, with



innovation, so everyday, 24/7 old fashioned projection, with homes full of nuts, sitting alone, if
single, and domestic violence, in married cases, putting their whole families failures out in the
open, like it's the society's responsibility to fix it, is called human capitalism.

Chapter: 80% Shares Sold - 20% Available for
Commercial Use Proprietary, Lock Down - Deal Finalized
mRNA DNA Nucleus Research & Development

The 20% shares, is a permanent bank, divided by 2. White / Black, left & right, dot pixels, when
you view your camera through retina, re-aligned, in the 80% lockdown and 20% we are going to
use for Commercial use, Research & Development, with United Nations, NATO, CERN, etc.

Chapter: Brand Values - Fish Net / Study the Opponents
& Pivot to your Needs - Don't Copy, Innovate, Be
Creative - Be the Product you are, not a Service (Pimping)
cc #WEB3 #HODL #NFT #TwitterMob #Angelgate

Hiring - Hire people better than you. Funding - Is not going to help if you haven't discovered
your brand. Discovered your brand? What is your brand value? Who are potential other
companies that would want to buy your brand? Is your brand going to be co-owner? How much
can you hire in the pocket or out of pocket? How are your sales cycles? How much money put in
and what will be the return, out of the brand?



Chapter: Lotus

White lotus, black lotus, red lotus and blue lotus, make up lotus, ability to operation nucleus of a
cell.

Chapter: Itar Family Correction - Parents with Children,
Abroad.

We are looking at all immigrants, looking to travel, however looking at the budget, the parents
need to be questioned, Xi and Putin. Approval, search house.


